an equilibrium (Eq S1) where K sp (AgTB) is defined by Eq S2, to this titration curve yielded a pK sp of 12.4±0. 
Eq S6 consists of two electrode reactions (Eqs S7 and S8). For Eq S7, the standard electrode potential is estimated to be −26±2 mV vs the formal electrode potential of Fc 
The standard electrode potentials of Fc 
F. Derivation of transfer energies of "pseudo-single" ions
The necessity to define a "pseudo-single" ion is highlighted when two interesting salts, Figure S1 ). . Thus, the transfer energy was calculated to be +23.4 kJ/mol when "sol" is methanol, by using values tabulated in Table 1 and Scheme 1 in the main text. (TP TB ) ( ) ( )
G. Estimation of conditional liquid junction potential differences (∆ LJ E)
In order to estimate ∆ LJ E, the electrochemical cells shown in Cells S4a and S4b ("IL" denotes Typically, an electrochemical cell is composed of multiple phases in series forming interfaces where junction potential differences that are developed or eliminated (or are negligible) are denoted by "|" or "¦¦", respectively. Silver metal at both ends is used for potential difference measurements referring to the left hand side as a reference potential.
v When a sintered glass disc with a porosity of 5 μm was used as the frit material in Cell S4a (Cell 2a in the main text) and Cell S4b (Cell 2b in the main text), the potential differences of the cells were measured as −444 mV for Cell S4a using acetonitrile as "sol", and −602 mV for Cell S4b. Although these values are different from those measured when a Vycor glass frit was used, our conclusions are not affected by this difference as long as the potential differences developed in a frit made of the same material are measured throughout our discussion. Strictly speaking, there is one more region where a spectator electrolyte in "sol" and constituent ions of the IL diffuse to outer Helmholtz planes on the silver metal from the bulk. Potential differences caused by this diffusion are also involved in the conditional liquid junction potential difference estimated in this study, which is a practical quantity determined by the particular experimental conditions. http://dx.doi.org/10.1021/acsomega.6b00129 S17 using the activities discussed above and the transfer energies listed in Table 2 , values of ∆ LJ E were calculated from Eq S10 and reported in the main text. 
http://dx.doi.org/10.1021/acsomega.6b00129 S18
H. Derivations of Eqs S10 and 17
(Cell S5)
Potential differences developed in Cells S4a-c are comprised of activity terms of the silver cation (a 1 and a 2 ), the standard Gibbs transfer energy of silver cation (∆ tr Gº), and a conditional liquid junction potential difference (∆ LJ E) as expressed by Eq S10. When Cells S4a-c are generalized to a form of Cell S5, where a denotes the activity (in the molarity scale) of the species indicated and x denotes the mole fraction of the species indicated, Eq S10 is derived by using a thermodynamic cycle as shown Scheme S3 where  Scheme S3. A thermodynamic cycle to derive Eq S10 on the molarity scale, unless otherwise noted by "x", which refers to the mole fraction scale. Emim + NTf 2 -is denoted by "IL" and the molecular solvent is denoted by "sol". 
